Hire our rooms for your events, exhibitions and
meetings.
The Poly has been a key cultural hub at the very centre of Falmouth and Cornwall
since 1833. Community is at the heart of what we do. We want to work together
with Cornish businesses and organisations to keep our county vibrant, exciting and
prosperous.
Spaces available:
Seating 180, our comfortable auditorium can be used
for film events, product launches, staff meetings,
presentations and corporate nights. With a full lighting
rig, excellent sound system and digital cinema
projection, we can work with you to make the most of
your event. Regular clients include Seasalt, Universities
of Falmouth and Exeter, Cornwall Wildlife Trust and
many other local companies and organisations.

At the top of our building we have our large, open and
bright Main Gallery. With full size, moveable exhibition
blocks that can be used for display or to create different
spaces as well as a bar/refreshment area, the Main
Gallery can seat up to 100 people with plenty of space
for movement. Again, we have a range of technical
equipment to support your event in this space, and it comes with its very own
grand piano to create the right atmosphere.

Ideal for meetings and smaller events, our Library
can comfortably seat 40, but can be configured for
meetings, training sessions and a wide range of
workshops. With our integrated digital projector,
and access to our technology, we can work with you
to provide a professional experience in our lovely
heritage room.
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Looking for a space for a party or celebration? Our Poly Bar is the perfect place for
a small gathering of friends! You can supply the music, we can supply the
ambience! With room for 35 seated and 50 – 70 standing, you will definitely be able
to get all your friends in.
In addition, the Poly Bar is open for
refreshments for every hire. We stock the
full

range

of

Cornish

Teas,

including

Smugglers Brew and their exciting range of
Tisanes; coffee from Olfactory in Penryn;
cider from Cornish Orchards; beer from
Skinners Brewery; Cornish lagers; apple
juice from Helford Creek; Bundaberg Ginger
beer and a wide selection of wines, spirits and mixers.
We can also provide catering and food options by working with local food
providers. Through them we can offer everything from a traditional cream tea to
sandwiches and cake, full vegan meals and pasties! We can cater for every dietary
need.

Prices vary on the length of hire, technical complexity, and other services required.
Each event is handled by one of our experienced staff, and we can provide
volunteer support as needed. We also support your promotion and marketing at
no extra cost.
Space

Indicative Price

Theatre

Prices start from £350

Main Gallery

Prices start from £150 per day or £600 per week

Library

Prices start from £75 per half day

Bar

Prices start from £60 per half day

Pop in to speak to a member of staff and to see our spaces, or get in touch at
info@thepoly.org or  01326 319461.

